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A review of ricent developments in the field of
random (luctuatsons of an electromagnetic wave
propagated over a line-of-sight path is presented.
The major interest is in the optical to mm wave
length range where fluctuations In amplitude,
phase, and angle-of4xrival are important system
considerations. The review concentrates on the
major approximations involved in the theoretical
developments, and, in particular, attempts to put
in perspective the arguments over Rytov’smethod.
fThe Sc!, iedka~eathat this paperhas been ctted
in over 100 publicatIons since 1968.]

that their concern was not with a comparison of
these two approximations, but with the fact that
neither theory was able topredict the results of
some elegant3experiments performed by Gracheva
and Curvicti.
“When anoptical wave propagates through the
atmosphere, variations in the refractive index,
which result from the turbulence, lead to fluctuations in the intensity of the optical signals. This is
precisely the effect that causes the twinkling of
stars or the shimmering of heat over a hot pavement, Both the Born and Rytov approximations
predict thatas the path length through the turbulent atmosphere increases, the strength of the
scintillations will also increase. The amazing
result discovered by The Russian workers was that
the variance of the logarithm of the intensity of
john W. Strohbehn
the light only increases up to a certain point; this
Thayer School of Engineering
quantity then saturates and in actual fact deDartmouth College
creases with increasing path length. This result
had wide implications for many problems inHanover, NH 03755
volved with optical propagation. e.g., optical communication links. In addition, there were data on
October 6. 1982
such quantities as the ipatial covarlance function
of intensity fluctuations.
“During my doctoral work underAlan T. Water“Because of the importance of this problem,
man, Jr., at Stanford University in the area of
and the fact that very few wodsecs in the US were
beycnd-tlw4sorizon propagation of microwaves, I
aware ofthe Rissianwods, when 1 ‘returnedto the
became interested inthe remote sensing of atmo- US I wsnte this review paper attempting to sumspheric parameters using radio wave propagation
marize both the theoretical and experimental
experiments. Since the laser had recently been in- work relating to the various aspects discussed
vented, it was natural to consider the question of
above including the Born and Rytov approximathe atmospheric effects on optical propagation
tjons, the experimental wotk performed by the
and the inverse problem of remote sensing of at- ‘Russians, and 4ieW theoretical developments admospheric parameters by optical propagation ex- dressing the saturation problem. The mostobvious
periments. Interest in the area of opticatpropaga- reason for the number of citations to this paper is
tion through the turbulent atmosphere immediatethat it was The first paper in the English literature
1
ly led one
to review the new Russian developments in this
2 to the works by VI. Tatarski and LA.
Clsernov irs die Soviet ‘Uflion, w+sere interest in
area, and to include a number of results and
this topic had been pursued before the invention
figures from papers which had notbeentranslated
of the laser.
into EnglIsh.
“Because of the Russian preeminence in this
“Since that time, a great deal ofeffort has gone
area, I applied for and was accepted as an ex- into this problem both theoretically and experichange scientist to the Soviet Union under the Na- mentally. The saturation effect has been extional Academy of Sciences from january to
plained theoreticaflyby workers in both the Soviet
March 1967.
Union and the US, pnrnasily by Shisbov and
“The problem with ishich I was primarily con- Cochelashvlli and Fante. £qssafly important; Clifcerned before going to the Soviet Union was the
ford and Yura have given heuristic theories which
validity of the Rytov approximation as applied to
give a greatdeat of physical insight into the proboptical propagation, and its advantages with
lens. Much of this work has been reviewed in a
respect to the Born approximation, a topic which
monograph which appeared in 1978.~Interest in
was being hotly debated in the US literature.
this problem is still current with much of the ne‘?Erorrr a scwntific vim int, the mostexciting
eent woit focusing on The’fomsof the probabIlity
result from the trip to the Soviet Union was to find
density function of the intensity fluctuations,”
I. T.sankl Vi Wart propagation in a tw6rgiemt ‘medium - New York’-M~Ot~w-ffiIl,
1*1. 2~5p.
2. (~ewowLA. War. propagation in aiondom midiwn. New YotS: McG~.w.Rill.1960. ftp.
3. Gracbeva M E & Gursieb A S. On strong fiuctu~tionsof the intensity of light whenpropagsting in the lower layer of
the atmosphere. Jar. Vysa*. Uc#. 2ev. Radio! SSSR 1:717-24. 196$.
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